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1. Origin Product/Version 

OX App Suite 7.4.0-Rev 13 (frontend) 

2. Packages shipped with this Release 

OX App Suite 7.4.0-Rev 16 (frontend built 2013-11-12) 

3. Bugs Fixed with this Release 

28130 Preview of Shift-JIS encoded plain-text content is garbled 

Just changed order of escape() and processEmoji() function call. 

28325 addressbook list: non furigana characters in wrong category 

Added/inserted missing character. 

29368 IE10: send as vcard infinite loading 

Fixed device check. 

29370 contact picture not shown in to/cc/bcc list 

Fixed image fetch method. 

29386 Blank area shown in compose message view when changing orientation on 

an iPAD running iOS7 

Added workaround for iOS7 bug. 

29394 MSISDN number should be saved into "Cell phone" field when creating a 

contact by clicking on a MSISDN address 

If email1 looks like MSISDN, the number is moved to cellular_telephone1. 

29417 forceEmojiIcons used from wrong namespace 

Use correct settings namespace for forceEmojiIcons setting. 

29423 emojis will be send in unicode6 on iOS 

On emoji enabled devices, the convert function from unified to pua did not 

work. 

29454 editor: japanese input will insert cr after converting to kanji (IE10) 

Fixed TinyMCE bug. 

29455 address selection: japanese characters don't allow use cursor keys for 

selection 

TO/CC/BCC fields now consider composition events. While in IME pressing 

enter is ignored. 

29486 Email validation on 'My contact page' triggers an error when MSISDN has 

been enabled 

If MSISDN support is enabled, email1 accepts email addresses and phone 

numbers. 

29492 The sort order of contact folders in Safari is different to other browser 

Seems to be a browser bug. Removed custom sort code because the server 

sends the folders in correct order. 

29523 newline from mail disappear while sending or save as draft 

Workaround for TinyMCE problem. 

29525 Users with PIM are unable to add tasks 

Processing stopped due to runtime error if user is PIM without files. 
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29529 option to disable email validation 

Made 'validate_contact_email' setting available via 

'io.ox/core//features/validateMailAddresses'. 

29545 Missing translation for 'Reset this list' in the emoji dialog 

Added gettext module and added translation. 

29584 kanji characters on iPad don't use autocompletion without enter space 

Auto-complete now considers "compositionend" event. 

29690 Using the scroll-bar in the mail autocomplete drop-down of Cc and Bcc 

closes the dialog 

Fixed device check for workaround. 

4. Changes applied 

4.1. Changes relevant for Administrators 

4.1.1. Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 

4.1.2. Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

4.1.3. Changes of Behavior 

- none - 

4.1.4. Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

4.1.5. Changes of Libraries/Licenses 

- none - 
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4.2. Changes relevant for Developers 

4.2.1. Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

4.2.2. Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 

4.2.3. Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

4.2.4. Changes of the CLT API 

- none - 

4.2.5. Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 

4.2.6. Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 

5. Tests 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and regression test on both, the 

OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server setup. 

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed behavior. Unless explicitly 

stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not expect other side effects. 

6. Fixed Bugs 

28130, 28325, 29368, 29370, 29386, 29394, 29417, 29423, 29454, 29455, 29486, 29492, 29523, 29525, 

29529, 29545, 29584, 29690 


